Abstract-A modification to the usual iterative decoding algorithm for LDPC codes, called bounded angle iterative (BA-I) decoding, is introduced. The modified decoder erases codewords detected during iterations that fall outside a maximum decoding angle with respect to the received observation. The new algorithm is applicable in scenarios that demand a very low undetected error rate but require short LDPC codes that are too vulnerable to undetected errors when the usual iterative decoding algorithm is used. BA-I decoding provides a means of reducing the maximum undetected error rate for short LDPC codes significantly, by incorporating a simple extra condition into the iterative decoder structure without redesigning the code. The reduction in undetected error rate comes at a price of increasing the threshold signalto-noise ratio (SNR) required for achieving a good overall error rate, but this increase in channel threshold can be minimized by allowing the decoder's maximum decoding angle to vary with SNR.
I. INTRODUCTION
Suppose that due to a hardware malfunction a spacecraft loses attitude control and begins to tumble, its communications antenna sweeps unpredictably around its limitless sky, and the earth only briefly drifts across its view. To send commands from a ground station to this troubled spacecraft, one needs an error correcting code with a short word length, and as much coding gain as can be achieved. At the same time, the code must have a very low undetected error rate at any signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) to prevent the spacecraft from receiving erroneous command data.
Practical coding systems often employ a powerful error-correcting code to combat noise, together with another code used to detect errors only. However, using a separate error detecting code is inefficient when the error-correcting code is short. Iterative decoders for well designed low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes have an inherent capability to detect as well as correct errors. An error is detected if a codeword is not found at the conclusion of iterations. However, the maximum undetected error rate obtained by this method for short LDPC codes is too high for many applications.
The goal in this paper is to reduce the undetected error rate for short LDPC codes to acceptable levels, by means of a simple modification to the iterative decoder structure without redesigning the code. The proposed solution is an innovative iterative decoding algorithm called bounded angle iterative (BA-I) decoding. A BA-I decoder rejects (erases) any codeword it finds that lies outside a maximum decoding angle from the received word. With a judicious choice of threshold angle, the maximum undetected error rate can be reduced by orders of magnitude while the overall error rate increases modestly. This paper explores the resulting tradeoffs between the overall codeword error probability P w and the portion P u of this error probability that corresponds to undetected errors.
II. ERROR RATE TRADEOFFS WITH INCOMPLETE DECODERS
In this paper we consider a block code C of length n with M equally likely, equal-energy codewords c i , i = 0, ..., M − 1, represented in n-dimensional Euclidean space and received in the presence of n-dimensional additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) N with bit-SNR E b /N 0 . Here we consider soft decoding of C based on the n-dimensional received vector x = Ac i +N, where A is the amplitude of the received codeword. The decoding method may also be applied to hard-decision decoding based on sgn(x j ) where x j is the jth component of x.
The tradeoff between detected and undetected error rates depends on both the code C and the (generally incomplete) decoder D used to decode it. A more incomplete decoder can lower the undetected error rate P u at the expense of increasing the overall word error rate P w .
First we consider two interesting families of incomplete decoders based on maximum-likelihood (ML) decoding of general codes: bounded distance ML decoding and bounded angle ML decoding.
A. Bounded Distance ML Decoding
If the Euclidean distances between the n-dimensional received word x and each of the codewords, denoted by
outputs an erasure (i.e., a detected error). Otherwise it outputs the codeword c * i (x) that minimizes D i , i = 0, ..., M − 1. BD-ML decoding is a well known method when the maximum decoding distance D d is no greater than half the code's minimum (Euclidean) distance, because in that case there is at most one codeword within distance D d of the received word and the ML part of the evaluation is trivial. However, the word error probability P w for such a decoder may be significantly larger than that of a more complete decoder. BD-ML decoders with larger threshold distances can perform better. However, they are too complex for most codes, except for convolutional codes with moderate constraint length that can be efficiently decoded by a Viterbi decoder.
B. Bounded Angle ML Decoding
is characterized by its maximum decoding angle θ d . If the Euclidean angles between the n-dimensional received word x and each of the codewords, denoted by
outputs an erasure (i.e., a detected error). Otherwise it outputs the codeword c * i (x) that minimizes θ i , i = 0, ..., M − 1. For codes with equal-energy codewords, BA-ML decoding is preferable to BD-ML decoding because the angle computations θ i do not require knowledge of the amplitude A of the received words. However, BA-ML decoding is also impractically complex for most codes when the maximum decoding angle θ d is much larger than half the minimum angle between codewords. The exceptions again are the convolutional codes with moderate constraint length that can be efficiently decoded by a Viterbi decoder. Theoretical performance analysis of BA-ML decoding is reported in [1] .
We demonstrated the concept of BA-ML decoding by using a (32, 16) protograph-based LDPC code [2] , [3] , shown in Figure 1 . A very short LDPC code was chosen in order to be able to measure the low undetected error rates in a practical length of time, especially for bounded angle iterative decoding to be discussed later. Bounded angle decoding is probably of most use for codes with lengths between ten and a few hundred information bits; for longer codes, there are diminishing returns because
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Parity Check Matrix Assign circulants to the edges of expanded protograph a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) code could be added with a tiny rate loss penalty. Construction details of the (32, 16) code and its corresponding parity check matrix are shown in Figure 1 . A circulant permutation matrix is shown as x i which is the right circular shift by i columns of the identity matrix 1. Figure 2 shows the tradeoff between undetected error rate and word error rate using BA-ML decoding for the (32,16) LDPC code shown in Figure 1 . 
C. Bounded Distance and Bounded Angle Viterbi Decoding
Convolutional codes with Viterbi decoders have been used in many standards such as CCSDS for space communications, IEEE 802.11a,g,n for wireless LAN, CDMA standards (cdmaOne, UMTS, cdma2000) for cellular, Wimax (IEEE 802.6d, IEEE 802.16e), and many others. Since a Viterbi decoder is a maximum-likelihood sequence estimator, bounded angle or bounded distance ML decoding can be applied. A Viterbi decoder recursively finds the optimum (shortest) path through the trellis that represents the underlying convolutional code. The selected path corresponds to a codeword of the convolutional code. The undetected error rate for the conventional Viterbi decoder is the same as the word error rate when applied to a terminated convolutional code. Thus this undetected error rate is quite high at low SNRs. We can reduce the undetected error rate by measuring the angle in case of BA-Viterbi or distance in case of BD-Viterbi between the codeword selected by the Viterbi decoder and the received observations. The measured angle or distance is then compared to a threshold angle or a threshold distance, respectively, for acceptance or rejection of the selected codeword. Thus, depending on the choice of threshold, the undetected error rate can be reduced dramatically. As was mentioned before, the bounded angle or bounded distance method is also applicable to hard decision Viterbi decoding.
III. MODERN ITERATIVELY DECODED CODES
Low-complexity iterative decoding can approximate ML decoding for many modern codes including lowdensity parity-check (LDPC) codes [4] , generalized LDPC (GLDPC) codes [5] , doubly generalized LDPC (DGLDPC) codes [6] , turbo codes [7] , and serially concatenated codes [8] joined with at least one interleaver. Other turbo-like codes include hybrid concatenated codes [9] , turbo product codes [10] , Repeat-Accumulate (RA) [11] codes, Irregular RepeatAccumulate (IRA) codes [12] , and Accumulate Repeat Accumulate codes [13] .
Again we consider the (32,16) protograph LDPC code in Figure 1 . Figure 3 compares simulated word error probability P w and bit error probability P b for maximum likelihood (ML) decoding and iterative decoding of this code, to show the gap between iterative decoding performance and ML decoding performance. The iterative decoder used here performs a maximum of 50 iterations, using the min* decoding algorithm [14] . Iterative decoders for modern iteratively decodable codes are often naturally incomplete because they are not guaranteed to find a valid codeword. A complete iterative decoder will always return its best estimate of the code's information bits. An incomplete iterative decoder will reject its estimate and produce an erasure (i.e., a detected error) if a valid codeword is not found during its iterations.
An incomplete LDPC (or GLDPC or DGLDPC) decoder is easy to define because its decoder graph naturally produces estimates of all of its coded symbols, not just its information bits. At the end of each iteration, the decoder makes hard decisions on the log likelihood ratios (LLRs) of its variable node (or generalized variable node) messages, and then examines whether the hard detected bits satisfy all of the code's constraints, i.e., its parity check equations. If all of the code's constraints are satisfied then we say that a codeword is detected during iterations. If a valid codeword is not detected by the final iteration, the decoder produces an erasure. The detected codeword condition also serves as a reliable stopping rule for such decoders.
Incomplete decoders for turbo-like codes are less prevalent because the parity check constraints are not explicitly included in the decoder graph for such codes. However, an incomplete decoder can be defined based on the same principles underlying the definition for LDPC codes. At each iteration, such a decoder makes hard decisions on the code symbols of each component code, and then checks to see if these hard decisions satisfy the parity check constraints of the overall code. If the code's parity check constraints are not explicitly included in the decoder graph, the encoder can be used to verify these constraints. In this case, the hard decisions for the information bits are re-encoded. If the resulting code symbols match their corresponding hard decisions, then a codeword has been detected. If a codeword is not detected by the final iteration, the decoder produces an erasure.
IV. BOUNDED DISTANCE AND BOUNDED ANGLE ITERATIVE DECODING
To apply bounded distance or bounded angle concepts to iterative decoders, we start with a BD-ML or BA-ML decoder, but substitute iterative decoding for the impractically complex ML decoding. A bounded distance iterative (BD-I) decoder D BD−I (D d ) with maximum decoding distance D d outputs an erasure (i.e., a detected error) if it does not find a valid detected codeword c i during its iterations, or if the Euclidean distance D i between the n-dimensional received word x and the detected codeword c i during iterations is greater than D d . Otherwise it outputs the detected codeword c i . A bounded angle iterative (BA-I) decoder D BA−I (θ d ) with maximum decoding angle θ d outputs an erasure (i.e., a detected error) if it does not find a valid detected codeword c i during its iterations, or if the Euclidean angle θ i between the n-dimensional received word x and detected codeword c i during iterations is greater than θ d . Otherwise it outputs the detected codeword c i . In these definitions, the Euclidean distance D i or angle θ i is computed from the general expressions (1) or (2) for the specific codeword c i detected during iterations. As with BD-ML and BA-ML decoders, BA-I decoders have an advantage over BD-I decoders in that they do not require knowledge of the received codeword amplitude A.
The flow chart in Figure 4 shows the operation of a BA-I decoder for an LDPC code. Similar flow charts apply for the decoding of other types of iteratively decodable codes. In the flow chart an accepted codeword is delivered to the user. A rejected codeword may be discarded, or if desired, the hard decision data after I max iterations can be delivered to the user but tagged as rejected. In Figure 4 , I represents the iteration number, and I max is the maximum number of iterations allowed. Bounded angle iterative decoding can be applied to any LDPC decoder regardless of the specific processing or approximations used by the decoder at its variable and check nodes. Some popular algorithms for processing messages at check nodes are min*, min, scaled min, and offset min [14] . Bounded angle iterative decoding can be used with all of these variants.
V. APPLICATION TO ITERATIVE DECODING OF SHORT LDPC CODES
In this section, we present intial results that suggest the capability of a BA-I decoder for a short LDPC code. Simulations were performed with the (32, 16) LDPC code shown in Figure 1 . While longer codes would be of greater interest, the simulation time required to measure extremely low undetected error probabilities rapidly becomes unmanageable.
Shown in Figure 5 are curves for the overall error rate P w and the undetected error rate P u for three iterative decoders, each using the min* algorithm and a maximum of 50 iterations. The two central curves show P w and P u versus E b /N 0 for a conventional iterative decoder that produces an erasure only when no codeword is detected during iterations. When a BA-I decoder is used, P w increases and P u decreases, as shown in Figure 5 for maximum decoding angles θ d = 31 • and θ d = 28 • . Note that the undetected error rate has a maximum value over all values of E b /N 0 , and this maximum is lowered by several orders of magnitude as the angle constraint is made progressively more restrictive. Figure 5 confirms that it is indeed possible to lower the maximum undetected error probability P u by lowering the maximum decoding angle of a BA-I decoder. Unfortunately, this comes at a price of significantly worsening the overall word error probability P w and increasing the threshold on the minimum E b /N 0 required to achieve reasonably low values of P w .
There is a better approach that retains the low maximum undetected error probabilities P u in Figure 5 while not significantly increasing the threshold on E b /N 0 for achieving a desired P w . The shapes of the performance curves in Figure 5 can be controlled by selecting the maximum decoding angle θ d as a function of the decoder's E b /N 0 operating point. An example of selecting θ d as a function of E b /N 0 is shown in Table I . The case Case 31
• + Case 28 shows histograms of the angle between the received vector and the codeword detected during iterations when the iterative decoder operates at E b /N 0 = 6 dB. Conditional distributions of this angle are shown under two complementary conditions: when the detected codeword during iterations is the true transmitted (Tx) codeword, and when it is an incorrect codeword. The best separation of these two conditional distributions is obtained for a maximum decoding angle of about 30 • , where the two distributions intersect. If the angle were set much lower than this point, the effect would be to increase the decoder's chance of rejecting the true codeword more than it decreases its chances of rejecting an incorrect codeword. Conversely, if the angle were set much higher, the effect would be to increase the undetected error probability more than the resulting decrease in the overall error probability.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we introduced a modification to the usual iterative decoding algorithm for LDPC codes, called bounded angle iterative decoding, that erases codewords detected during iterations that fall outside a maximum decoding angle with respect to the received observation.
The new algorithm provides a means of reducing the maximum undetected error rate for short LDPC codes significantly, by incorporating a simple extra condition into the iterative decoder structure without redesigning the code. The reduction in undetected error rate comes at a price of increasing the threshold SNR required for achieving a good overall error rate, but this increase in channel threshold can be minimized by allowing the decoder's maximum decoding angle to vary with SNR.
